FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MEAD CARNEY OPENING – PORTO MONTENEGRO
Exhibition dates: July 13th – September 30th, 2014
Opening cocktail reception Saturday, July 12th, 7 – 9:30 pm

Mead Carney is delighted to announce the opening of a new gallery space in
Porto Montenegro, the spectacular luxury yacht marina within the historic Bay
of Kotor, a UNESCO World Heritage site in Montenegro.
On 12th July, 2014 Mead Carney will open its inaugural presentation with an
exhibition of Contemporary art from 1990 to the present entitled ‘The Shock
Of The New’, referencing the seminal book of the same name by legendary
art critic Robert Hughes, whose commentary on the social, political and
economic contexts of artistic development from 1880s to 1980s changed the
way society thought about modern art.
“The basic project of art is always to make the world whole and
comprehensible, to restore it to us in all its glory and its occasional nastiness,
not through argument but through feeling, and then to close the gap between
you and everything that is not you, and in this way pass from feeling to
meaning. It's not something that committees can do. It's not a task achieved
by groups or by movements. It's done by individuals, each person mediating
in some way between a sense of history and an experience of the world.”
Robert Hughes, The Shock Of The New
Featuring world-renowned artists Damien Hirst, Marc Quinn, Gerhard Richter,
Richard Prince, and Russell Young alongside a selection of highly acclaimed
newly emerging Contemporary artists from around the world, the exhibition
‘The Shock Of The New’ continues the dialogue of the development of
Contemporary art from 1990 to the present day.
Mead Carney Fine Art opened in June 2012 on Dover Street, Mayfair, London
as a new contemporary art gallery representing emerging and established
artists. Mead Carney also provides expert advisory services on evaluation,
acquisition services and advice on the art markets of all categories including
North American and European fine art including Old Masters, Impressionist,
Modern & Contemporary art. Our team of internationally art advisors has
powerful associations with the world’s most prestigious artists, art galleries,
institutions and auction houses, along with unlimited access to the very best
research and statistical material available.

